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The VS/SS anchoring series is based on the nomenclature established and used for decades whose 

designations refer to the inch measuring system. The designation VS means that the anchor has 

been made from the alloy 304, and anchors with the designation SS from the material 310.  Anchors 

in the VS/SS Series can be deployed in a variable manner for the most versatile wall constructions, 

both for single layer linings and for multilayer wall constructions.

The VS/SS Series can be secured to the housing of the component part in many different ways.  The 

anchors can be welded, screwed with threaded bolts that are welded to the outer panel or inserted 

in a welded lug.

Longer bolts (for the welded variant) or longer threaded bolts (for screwing) commensurate with the 

thickness of the insulation are used for multilayer linings with block insulation.  The block insulation 

can be installed easily over the bolts/threaded bolts.

Depending on the length of the VS/SS anchor, the anchors are supplied in 6, 8, 10 or 12 mm 

diameters.
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Dmax  =  12 mm 

Dmin   =   4 mm

Angle a - 60°

Lmax  =   350 mm

Lmin   =    30 mm

D5 - T = 13 mm

D6 - T = 13 mm

D8 - T = 13 mm 

D10 - T = 15 mm

D12 - T = 20 mm
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VS.  10  (60)  -  150  -  304

      Anchor type     Diameter (Angle)  Length L (c)       Alloy type
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